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A Publication of the Regina Scale Modellers
The ANTENNA is provided to members of the Regina Scale Modellers, a chapter of the International Plastic Modellers’ Society, Canadian Branch
(IPMS/Canada). All materials are copyrighted by the ANTENNA, except where other copyrights are noted. All copyrights revert immediately back to
the respective authors upon publishing of this newsletter. Articles may be reproduced by other IPMS chapter newsletters provided credit is given to
Regina IPMS Antenna.
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Words of Wisdom and Inspiration from the Right Honourable Michael Evans, Club President:
Hello everyone:
Is anyone else tired of the non-stop Obama coverage? Do you think the media will one day run out of
superlatives to say about him? What do you suppose is his favourite breakfast cereal? I'm sure the national
media will give us hard hitting, breaking coverage of that burning question once they find out. Myself, being
totally nauseated of the Obamafest, and despairing of finding anything besides his inauguration on the tube, I
believe this to be a good time to compose the monthly Antenna bit.
Thanks to all who attended the January meeting, glad to see Neil Hill is back on his feet again following
some health issues. Thanks as well to those who brought out some interesting plastic for discussion and to
those who contributed items for the monthly raffle. Also some sad news was reported. Our sympathies go to
Eugene Stacyszyn on the passing of his mother. Our sympathies also go to Keith Inches, a friend of many of
us, on the passing of his wife Gladys.
Some may recall a lady who visited at the December meeting. She had many models for sale that had
belonged to her recently deceased husband, and was looking for a means to sell them. One suggestion was an
auction at a later meeting, another was that she provide us with a list of what she had and individuals could
arrange their own deals. Both great ideas, but alas they seem to have fallen through. Having had no contact
from her in several weeks it appears she is no longer interested.
Was Christmas good to people, in terms of plastic received that is? More stuff to add to the pile waiting to be
built? Anybody else dreading the January Visa bill? Alas ‘tis only once a year and the new plastic will keep
us busy and happy for a while to come. The February meeting, being a build night, would be a great time to
bring out the new stuff.
Anybody else checked out the new web site? Many thanks to Al Magnus for getting this up and running. The
previous web page was free, at the cost of a lot of ads and popups. This one will cost us $52 a year, but gives
us our own domain name and a professional look.
Bring something to build to the February meeting, and we will see y'all there.
Michael Evans
Club President

January General Meeting Highlights
Due to some conflicting information (the new eb site said “theme night” while the Antenna, which we
all know is “gospel” said “build night”) there was a bit of confusion. This marks the first time we’ve
had confusion at a general meeting. If you were there you were a part of history if not, you were
someplace else.
Michael Evans (or Mickey E as he is
known in law enforcement circles)
gave us a demonstration on
weathering tires desert-style. That’s
desert like the Mojave not dessert like
apple pie.
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On the Tables: The theme turned out to me your favourite model:

Len Schmidt brought out a 1/144
Bandai kit. A Gundam M-S-Type
Normal to be more precise.

One look at this 1/25 2006 Magnum by
Revell says Ted Upcott.

Who else but Al Magnus would bring out a 1/72 Hasegawa Flak 18 AND a 1/72 Emhar Mk IV
female tank?
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Lyle Frost brought a power trio! A
1/48 Hunter FGA-9, 1/48 Mig 21BF
and a 1/48 Mig 21bis.

Is it any wonder we call Ed Kereluk
the King? Are you people BLIND?
C’mon look at this thing!

The 1/48 Grumman F4F-4 Wildcat
just screams Ted McPherson. Ted
also brought a weathered Dodge L700 truck but alas there was no
picture.
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An Idea So Crazy It Just Might Work!
By Dave Kapp
Ok, as I see it, here’s the problem (remember “as I see it”) and there’s a few points to this:
Our displays look sloppy to me with all the paper work folded up under the models on display. These
are general hand-scrawled notes for judging, etc. I suggest that instead of these ratty looking “tents,”
each modeller would print up on his computer a business card size sign for each model showing the
category, name, scale, all the stuff that is on the “tent.” In addition, if there is other features that he
wants to point out these could be typed up on a second (if necessary) business card. In my mind they
wouldn’t have to be the same font, etc., we could use our imaginations here. As an incentive, we
could offer a registration discount on these entries. I think this would not only make our display
neater, it might also make registration a bit easier. Remember, this is only a suggestion and it is open
for any comments or improvements, lets discuss it at the next meeting. I have included a few
examples below.
Category: 24 b
Closed Wheel Competition, Drag
Subject Name: Blue Max Funny
Car
Manufacturer: Revell Monogram
Scale: 1/25

Blue Max Funny Car
-wired engine
-Slixx decals
-Testors paint

Who wants to build a really big diorama?
I got a call from a guy that works at Ducks Unlimited. They are doing a project in Manitoba and they
are looking for someone to build them a diorama of the project. He said he was thinking about 4 x 8
feet and would be basically a farm yard. Right now they are just looking for a price estimate. I told
him I would pass the word around our club if anyone wants to discus it further with him, his name is
Paul Thoroughgood and he can be reached (306)631-1603 or p_thoroughgood@ducks.ca.
Hmm-I wonder if they
want slot cars in their
diorama?
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Radical Trucks of RSM
This month we feature a variety of trucks built by a variety of RSM members. Enjoy.
Here we have a couple of
examples of Mike Evans once
again proving that he is not a
one-trick armour pony. Top
left is a diorama of a down-onhis luck 56 Ford F100 owner.
Mike knows how to make ‘em
rusty.

Another ambitious undertaking by Mike Evans is this rig he was
commissioned by Caradawn Transport to build. Caradawn Transport
sponsored our Majestic’s Car Show display last year.
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Big trucks get big coverage.

Here are three beauts from Ron Gall
from upper left clockwise) a flamed
yellow Chevy stepside, a real cute blue
truck, and a real UGLY Dodge. Nice
job on the weathering, Ron. By the
way, your wife called, she wants her
nail polish back!
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Fast Buck armoured car rod by
Tom Daniel. It is box stock
with exception of a goofy
looking periscope replaced
with an antenna. The paint is
very old Testors Ed “Big
Daddy” Roth Orbitron Blue
left over from the 70’s. The
back door is a real functioning
combination lock.

Another radical from Dave Kapp.
This is a 1950 Ford with a Ferrari
drive train, interior and side
panels. See - there is a use for
Ferrari models after all.

Same model as Dave Kapp’s
above as interpreted by Ed
Kereluk. Ed won a bunch of
prizes for this one in a Scale
Auto magazine contest. He’s
lucky Kapp never entered his
truck, that’s for sure.
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Above are not one but two examples of early 50’s Chev pick-em-ups done in street rod style by
our own Leith James. One appears to be brown and the other is more of a red colour.

From this to that: Dave Kapp’s Aurora Surf Truck (circa 1962) as received and after countless hours
of ungluing, regluing, sanding, casting, painting & crying.

Another early Aurora restoration. This one is called the Charger. As you can see in the above photos,
the front wheels are usually busted off after 40 or 50 years. When I put them back together, I like the
wheels to spin for some reason. I replaced the picket fence on the back with a resin cast keg.
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Nostalgic Moment
By Neil Hill
That’s what I enjoyed when I saw the copy of the retro, black and white Monogram Models ad in
December’s Antenna.
While our beloved Editor, Dave, didn’t indicate in what year the original might have appeared, it would be
my guess that it would have been in the early 1950s.
At that time I was very enthusiastic about aviation generally and about model building particularly, although
without not much experience or success. Plastic models had made very little impact on the hobby. Scale
models were either versions of “stick and paper” (similar to the Guillow kits of today) or solid balsa or
occasionally pine or other soft wood. In the latter kits, fuselages were frequently pre-shaped as to side profile
and sometimes even plan profile (but still requiring a fair bit of wood working talent to fully contour the
fuselage) with sheet balsa for horizontal and vertical stabilizers/rudders/elevators.
The Monogram airplane kits might be considered early “multi-media”. That is, cowlings, spinners, engine
when exposed (PT-17), wheels, clear canopies and props were pre-formed plastic; the vertical fin and rudder,
and horizontal stabilizer and elevators were die (pre) cut balsa as were the fuselage sides and formers; the
fuselage top and bottoms were to be built up with balsa stringers and (“tissue”) paper covered, as were the
underside of the wings. The wings themselves were pre-shaped in plan and upper airfoil, the undersides
routed out to accept the “ribs”. Oh yes, pre-formed wire for landing gear was also included. In addition,
while the kits could not be seriously considered as flying models, a long elastic band and piece of doweling
were in the kits to rear-anchor the elastic and spin the prop.
Over the years from about 1951 or so I built a number of those aircraft kits, starting with the “Cessna” float
plane and ending with the Ryan Navion. The latter was completed probably in the mid 50s, powered with a
.049 OK Cub gas engine and flown with modest success as a U-control effort. My penultimate effort in this
series was the F9F Panther which I attempted to fly free-flight with a small Jetex motor (more on this
follows). It crashed and burned spectacularly on its maiden flight.
There were a few other manufacturers with “composite” scale kits also on the market at around this time.
Comet was one and Strombecker another. The former produced kits to be built up with some formed plastic
parts like Monogram’s. The latter’s kits were largely pre-shaped soft wood fuselages with wing and tail
outline shaped wings and tail assemblies with pre-formed plastic canopies, props, wheels. Some of the radial
engined kits had cast metal engines.
Hard as it may be for those who know me well, I did even built a couple of the car kits featured in the ad.
These kits came with pre-shaped solid balsa bodies, rubber wheels/tires and some thin wire for replicating
exposed steering arms etc. If you read the fine print in the ad, you will recall that these were intended to be
powered by CO2 cartridges inserted in pre-cut holes in the rear of the body. The latter were fairly common at
the time small metal containers of compressed CO2 mostly used in soda water siphons for dispensing the
water into scotch whisky and other drinks—or of you were one of the Three Stooges, to squirt your oppo in
the face.
However, as mentioned re the Panther model above, I was by then a bit more “high tech”, and used a Jetex
motor which fitted nicely into the hole for the CO2 cartridge. I usually ran mine “tethered” on a string
loosely turning on a pivot, occasionally “free” on the street in front of our house.
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For all you young whipper-snappers, the Jetex series were basically sold fuel
rocket engines with cork-like, fuel “plugs”, obtainable only from the Jetex
manufacturer. Along with a fuse to be lit, the plug was inserted into a
thimble-like “body” and sealed in with a spring-loaded end cap with a small
rear-facing aperture. (Neil - I actually remember strapping one of those bad
boys to a model car and attempting an LSR on my neighbour’s sidewalk.
Burned the skin off my little fingers that day - Dave) Lighting the fuse lead to
burning of the fuel plug and the exhausting for about 10 seconds of a hot jet
of gas that propelled the model. They were cheaper to buy, simpler, though
more expensive, to operate than the more readily available gas engines e.g.
the Cub .049
Now long-gone, the Jetex was quite popular among free-flight plane modellers, was included in many of their
competition classes and came in three sizes, each more powerful, bigger and longer burning. A significant
number of kits specifically designed for Jetex power were available as were many original designs to be
scratch built. More than one grass fire was started either by a burning match hastily discarded in the rush to
get the plane launched, or by the still-hot motor on landing. I also tried my hand at this and managed to have
at least two free-flighters glide off into oblivion in thermals, wind etc.
There were also a few car and even boat kits produced specifically to use them.
So, that was my moment of nostalgia for the really not-so-good old days of scale modelling. I enjoyed it and
I hope it didn’t bore you too much.

Upcoming Meeting Themes!
Again, incase you missed it last month. Remember these are only suggestions and feel free to
bring any models out to display even if they don’t match these “themes.”
February: What I Don't Usually Build.
Yeah-models.
March: build night
Man at this rate, we’re gonna be finishing models like there’s no tomorrow!
April: Haul of Fame: Anything that hauls cargo or people (commercially or
military)
May: build night
June
Club Elections
Modeller of the Year Award
Club Contest?
July
No Meeting – summer break
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August
build night
September
Dioramas and Display Bases
Checkered Flag (all competition vehicles, A/C, yachts, etc.)

RSM Club Executive
(Sep.2008-Aug.2009)
President
Vice-President
Secretary / Treasurer
“Antenna” Editor

Michael Evans (306) 791-0326
Ed Kereluk (306) 757-6231
Brian Miller (306) 584-1448
Dave Kapp (306) 525-8882

General Club Info:
Curfew James
1279 James Cr., Regina, SK S4N 6A4
Finances / Memberships:
Leith James
88 Thorn Cr., Regina, SK S4N 4H8
Newsletter (Article Submissions & Exchange newsletters):
Dave Kapp
dkapp@acccesscomm.ca
Executive Members-at-Large
Facilities:
Kevin Kreinke
Archives:
Al Magnus
Webmaster:
Al Magnus
SIGs:
Dave Porter (Sci-Fi)
Michael Evans (Armour)
Vacant (Automotive)
Neil Hill (Aircraft)

Meetings
Date: First Friday of each month.
(Meeting held on second Friday of the month if first Friday falls on
a holiday long weekend. No meeting in July.)

Memberships:
Regular
$24.00/year
Junior (under 16)
**Subscription $14.00/year

FREE!!!

The RSM modelling year runs from September 1 to August 31.
All membership renewals are due on or before the start of the
modelling year. Any new members joining after the year has
started will have the first year’s fees pro-rated.
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Websites
RSM Website:
http://www.reginascalemodellers.org/
RSM e-mail:
regina_scale_modelers@yahoo.com

WANTED!
Material for the Antenna
Kit Reviews, Articles, Modelling Hints and Tips, and other newsworthy modelling items for publication in
the Antenna. Contact Dave Kapp via email at dkapp@accesscomm.ca or via phone at
at 525-8882 evenings and weekends.
Publication of the Antenna is usually the week of scheduled general meetings. If you have time
sensitive information to pass on, please try to get it to the editor at least one week before the next
general meeting.
Copies are emailed once the Antenna is complete. Postal mailing will be done following the general
meeting.
Raffle Prizes
Kits, decals, books, etc. donated by you for the club raffle. Raffles happen at every regular meeting
(dependant upon donations). Raffle tickets are $1.00 each. Bring your donations with you.
Thank you.
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